Wearing of Face Coverings

As the University begins to allow employees back on campus, effective Monday, May 18th, all Facilities Management staff are required to wear face coverings in the following situations:

- When working in groups of 2 or more where 6-foot distance can't be maintained.

- When passing through, or working in, indoor public spaces where you may contact others. All work in indoor public spaces requires a face covering, even if working alone.

- For all work at NRRI.

Not required but recommended:

- For outdoor spaces where 6-foot distance can be maintained.
- When working alone in a secluded area (office, classroom, mechanical space, laboratory, etc.).

Cloth face masks may be picked up at the purchasing office in the Lund Building from 10:00-11:30am daily. Enter the building on the College Avenue side, by the small parking lot, using the service door next to the two large loading doors. Once inside, proceed to the receiving area.